
















INote By (Gambling & Racing) (19/10/201612.07 PM) 

Callan McPhan - Note Book Ent,y 

19/10/16 - 10.0lam • Ainslie Football Club 

Attended the oval across from club, unable to see any machines or equipment. 

Looked through windows outside the outside area of the dub, could see machine when 
that dose, though not from across the street. 

Machines visible were only top lights or link parts and light such as a light up lightning 
belt. ---- _   

It appears effort must be put in to see the machines. 

Customer By CSS Web (anonymous anonymous) (18/10/2016 09.31 PM) 

Hello, 

I am a struggling addict on the pokies who lives near Ainslie and war>ted to ask why I 
can see there gaming machines from the oval opposite Ainslie and through the adds on 
out in Canberra and so on. I am trying to �tay dean and exercise, but have to use the 
oval near my home but find seeing the machines and signs through the dubs Windows 
is not helping with my situation. A friend has mentioned they believed you were not 
allowed to see machines from the streets. If this is so can I please put in a complaint for 
this to be fixed. 

Additional Incident Details (if available) 

Status:Resolved 
Category:Gaming Machines 
Type of Correspondence:Complaint 

Street: 

Suburb: 
Postal Code: 

Contact Information 

First Name:anonymous 

Last Name,:anonymous 

Email Address:l03l2ll810116@accesscanberra.actgov.au.invalid 
Phone Number: 
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!Note By (Gambling & Racing) (19/10/2016 07.49 AM)

Belinda, 

One for policy and research? 

Janelle 

!customer By CSS Web (anonymous anonymous) (19/10/201603 22 AM)
I
Dear ACT Gambling and Racing Commi.ssion Representative, 

lately, there has been much attention about the alleged role Valve has played in 
facilitating unregulated gambling of virtua items of money wo11h in a large scale,
encompassing a multi .. tiered multi-Billion dollar market and economy. They have even 
drawn the attention of their State Gambling Commission: 

!J.Up· //www wsgc,wa gov/ooblications/press-releases/valve-pressrelease .pdf 
htto-//www wsgc:wa.gov/ 

Given the attention that Counter Strike: Global Offensive and unregulated e-sports 
bett ng has brought to the platfonn, there is now much more data and evidence on the
matters at hand that, in my opinion, merits cons deration of the issue. I'd like to explain
why I believe that simply addressing the third-party betting that goes on outside of 
Steam does not go far enough into takirig care of the gambling problem, the systematic 
and increasingly frequent introduction of paid games of chance with prizes of money 
worth (ie. Gambling) on Valve games and other games sold on the Steam platform and 
the conditioning and introduct

i

on of these gambling mechanics to undetage individuals 
and young adults  

While the most heinous, flagrant and bold-faced garnbling occurs on external sites that 
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utilize the Stearn Application Program Interface (API) to gamble and bet (e-sports 
bett ng) with sk ns (ic. virtual "goods" that usually change the appearance of a game
character and/or weapon) and exchange them for real money; there are also external 
markets in which skins are bought and sold for real money, w

i

thout gambling gambits, 
such as OPSKINS.com. In my opinion, even more importantly, many Valve and/or Steam 
games contain paid garnes of chance for items of real money worth (ie. skins) and it 
usually takes place in the form of what is termed a Key Crate Microeconomy. 

The Key Crate Microeconorny essentially funct ons as a Virtual Slot Machine in which
players purchase a Key. usually sold at $2 - 2.3 Euro ($2.S USO), which they use to open 
Crates that can be purchased or received for free during gameplay. Once the individual 
uses a $2 - 2.3 ($2.S USO) Euro key to open a particular Crate, they receive a randomly 
assigned "Skin" utilizing drop tables and frequency/rarity and variables assigned by 

-Valve/the game deve aper. Within the-Steam-application-itself, these �kins/virtuaUtems
can be sold on the Steam Market and in kind can be converted to Steam Wallet Credit
(which has a 1:1 relationship with real money and is actually displayed in local currency)
and can be used to purchase items and/or physical goods of money worth such as
games, hardware, movies, subscriptions and other items for sale on the Steam store .
This underlying gambling mechanism has become increasingly common on Steam
games and Valve actively promotes its use by game developers due to its profitability.
However, in my opinion. not only does it involve literal gambling, but it is an
underhanded and pernicious manner in which to introdl.lce and cond tion a generation
and population of gamers and internauts lo gambling without regard for age, an option
to enable/disable such gambling features, proper regulation/taxation or even open,
prominent disclosure in order for parenting adults to exclude these titles from tf1e 
library of their children and dependent young adults.

This is the link to the Steam Market 

http:ljsteamcommunity,com/markct/ 

On the right lower corner of the screen, you can see all the titles which include the Key 
Crate Virtual Slot machine mechanism (including the popular Counter Strike: G obal
Offensive) AND have integration with the Steam market micro-economy, allowing 
individuals to convert free game drops (ie. virtu�I items acquired during normal 
gameplay without need of a purchase past the base game price), skins and other virtual 
items to Steam Wallet Cred

i

t that can be used to purchase real physical goods on the 
Steam store with such winnings. It should be noted that Valve makes a percentage of 
ALL sales on the Steam mar1<et  

In my opinion, the culture of gambling, the conditioning of several generations of 
gamers and young individuals to these gambling mechanics and the prevalence of t!,e 
integration of gambling mechanics within othe,wise functional video games simply to 
profiteer (w thout regard for age of the user, proper and prominently displayed
disclosure or local gambling laws) is something of which Valve's Steam is the main 
culprit in the contemporary digital online market. Not ooly that, but given their 
preeminent position as far and away the most popular. successful and economically 
viable online digital storefront they commonly help set and direct trends and patterns in 
gaming and social media. 
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Bes
i

des the blatant e•sports betting, I believe the underlying introduction to monetized 
gambling mechanics in exchange for virtual items/skins of money worth occur regularly 
wittiin and has become intrinsic to Valve's own platform, Steam. I exhort you to take a 
deep look at the Key Crate Virtual Slot Machine mechanism of gambling, how Valve's 
Steam is goading other developers to partake in it and the disregard with which it is 
disseminated and introduced into a platform of video games with over 125 million 
active unique users, by a company worth approxi,nately $7.3 Billion Euro ($8 Billion 
USO) and while creating an unregulated market worth over $6.4 Billion Euro ($7 Billion 
USO) a year 

Please escalate the matter appropriately. Historic,,lly, Valve has been reticent to address 
these matters, if at all, barring legal action. Moreover, there is evidence that they have 
actually provided technical support to the same betting sites which they are now 

- clisavowinggiven the current lawsuit-

I prefer to remain anonymous as to not attract personal attention. 

Thank you for your time and your honest endeavors. 

Sincerely, 

Concerned Customer 

Sources for my statements and numbers above: 

Australia has taken notice of the paid game of chance for items of money wo,th (,e. 

gambling) that goes on in popular Valve and Steam games such a s  Dota2 and CSGO: 
bUP:/Jwww dailydot.com/esports/australia-csgo-dota·2·oambling-bill/ 
"the bill is looking to curtail what he considers to be "the Wild West of online gambling 
that is actually targeting kids." " 

•in-game commodities known as "cases" (or 11chests" in Dota 2) is gambling in and of
itself, due to the differing value of the rewards players receive from them,"

Bloomberg article describing the size and scale of the gambling market 
https:/bWN',bloomberg com/ne\Ns/articles/2016-07-13/garoe-maker-valve-moves-to

S:boke-off .. 7-4-billion-gambling �market 

Bloomberg article describing how v
i

rtual weapons in video games are turning underage 
indiv duals and young adults into habitual gamblers in an unregulated market:
http:ljwwwbloomberg.com/feauiresJ2016-virtual-,guns-counterst,jke-garobliog/ 
"Valve employees also communicate with CSGO Lounge and have given technical 
support to the site, said Courtney Timpson, a community administrator and spokesman 
for CSGO lounge. The Valve logo is prominently displayed on the site, and in one post 
on its forum, a rnoderator addresses peopl�spedally the "younger audience"-who 
feel that tl1ey have been scammed. "If something is wrong, don't post on the forums; 
contact Valve/Steam,' the moderator writes. " 

Ars Technica article describe how Valve's Steam is responsible for introducing gambling 
elements into its own games and games that are sold oo its platform: 
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htro:/Jacstochnica.com/garningaOl6/07 /valve-cant-pass-buck�to-third-part iesfor
teachiog-csgo-kids-to-gamb)e/ 
"in-game items are the currency of e-sports betting. Dota 2 and CS:GO both have huge 
libraries of cosmetic items-"hats" in Dota 2 and "skins" in CS:GO-that change the 
appearance of in-game items. The market value of these items depends on their rarity 
and demand, with rare items trading for hundreds of dollars or more." 

"It's hard to endorse the idea of an unchecked, kid-friendly online system for betting. 
One hardly needs to be a puritan to acknowledge that while gambling can be 
entertaining-and need not be financially ruinous-it also comes w

i

th certain risks.. 
Children on the whole arc not known for their sound judgment and decision-making, 
and the combinat

i

on of underage gamers and readily available online gambling seems 
like an unhealthy one." 

"Third-pa11y sites may have brought this gambling issue to a head, but the part that's 
arguab y more insidious is that Valve s own games include substantial lottery-style
gambling elerhents themselves. Those cosmetics that are traded on external gambling 
sites are often themselves acquired through Valve-organized gambling. " 

"As such, there's a considerable lottery-style gambling element involved. If you want a 
particularly attractive rare hat, you can be on the hook for buying large numbers of 
treasures-all without any guarantees. • 

"Again, the gamble can pay off. But as with most gambles, it usually doesn't Valve gets 

richer; players get poorer. l suspect that many players don't even notice that they're 
gambling. I also suspect that many participants are under 18 when they make these 
gambles." 

"But introducing many of those same millions to gambling-in a friendly, playful guise 
that would be triv

i

al if it weren't for the real money invo ved-is a black mark against
the company. Parents shouldn't just be concerned about the company's A Pis and third
party gambling sites Gambling is, unfortunately, an integral part of the games 
themselves." 

CSGO's Controversial Skin gambling, Explained 
htto://wwwpcgamer.com/csao·skin-gambling/ 
"CS:GO itsett presents players with tiny slot machines: weapon cases that you can pay 
$2.49 to unlock while you're within the game client. Webs

i

tes like skincrates.com 
replic.ate the excitement of opening these weapon cases but do so using their own, 
proprietary tokens and cases. It's a facsimile of the experience you have in-game, but 
with different outcomes and a different group taking your money." 

"Other than these specific comments, Valve has not censured skin gambling websites or 
discouraged anyone from using them. In an April report by Bloomberg, a spokesperson 
for one of the most popular gambling websites. CSGO Lounge, said that Valve has 
communicated with them·and provided technical support. "(Since this article was 
published, Valve did send a cease and desist letter to a cadre of known gambling sites). 

How Counterstrike: G obal Offensive's Economy Woo1cs
Jl1J.p5;/f\w.iw.rockpap�rsh9tgun.com/201S/08/14/c$,£10·SkiQ-economy-exp!aiOfd/ 
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Status:Resolved
C.ategory:Gaming Machines 

Type of Correspondence:Complaint

Street: 

Suburb: 

Postal Code: 

Contact Information 

First Name:anonymous 
Last Name:anonymous 

Email 

Address:20ll8113117@accesscanberra.act.gov.au.inva1id
Phone Number: 
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